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This legislation redefines the definition of insurance companies that qualify for the general
excise tax exemption for insurers.

The Department ofTaxation (Department) has no comments on this legislation at this time.

This legislation will result in a revenue loss of approximately $3.3 million per year. Using
data provided by DCCA, the Department obtained premium tax collections paid in 2006. To obtain
the tax base associated with these tax collections, a premium tax rate of2.75% was assumed. The
4% general excise tax rate on the insurance tax base was assessed to approximate the taxes paid by
attorneys-in-fact.
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SUBJECT: GENERAL EXCISE, Exempt reciprocal insurer and attorneys-in-fact

BILL NUMBER: HB 2248, HD-I

INTRODUCED BY: House Committee on Consumer Protection and Commerce

BRlEF SUMMARY: Amends HRS section 237-29.7 to replace the term insurance companies with
Insurers.

Amends HRS section 431 :7-204 to provide that each corporate or other attorney-in-fact ofa reciprocal
insurer shall be subject to all taxes imposed on corporations of others doing business in the state, except
taxes imposed on income or gross receipts derived from its principal business as an attorney-in-fact.

Defines '"attorney-in-fact" for purposes of the measure and provides that a reciprocal insurer and its
attorney-in-fact shall be considered a single entity.

Makes conforming amendments to HRS sections 431: 1-202 and 431 :3-108.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Taxable years ending after July 1, 2008

STAFF COMMENTS: This measure proposes that a reciprocal insurer and its attorney-in-fact shall be
considered as a single entity to prevent the imposition of the general excise tax on the gross proceeds
received by its attorney-in-fact.

Should attorneys-in-fact be treated differently from attorneys who are on contract with a taxpayer who is
not exempt from general excise tax? Should the exemption for insurance companies carry over to
attorneys they hire to represent them because they are considered as part of and essential to the insurance
company doing business in Hawaii?

It should be remembered that the general excise tax is an imposition for the privilege of doing business in
the state. While the attorney-in-fact is performing a service and receives remuneration for his services
nf'rtormf'r! for thp rp('tnrl\(,"lj tnCllr"ln('p ('"tn,'",n" thp nl1Pctinn chC\lllrl hp nrhpthpr nr nnt thp "Hnrr\p,,_;n_



HB 2248. HD~1 - Continued

insurance companies are exempt from the general excise tax, they do, in fact, pay state insurance
premiums taxes. If, in fact, the law requires reciprocal insurance companies to operate with an attorney
in-fact, then the exemption from the general excise tax should extend only to that income that had
previously been subject to the in-lieu insurance premiums tax.

Given the fact that the reciprocal insurer is an unincorporated aggregation of subscribers operating
through an attorney-in-fact arrangement, it is similar to that of an unincorporated merchants association
exempt under HRS section 237-243.3(9). That section exempts from the general excise tax amounts
received as dues by an unincorporated merchants association from its membership for advertising media,
promotional, and advertising costs for the promotion of the association for the benefit of its members as a
whole and not for the benefit of an individual member or group of members less than the entire
membership, whereby the attorney-in-fact would be treated similarly as the unincorporated merchants
association who provides services to its members while preventing the double taxation of proceeds of the
attorney-in-fact. In that way, one can be assured that the moneys paid to the attorney-in-fact by the
unincorporated members of a reciprocal insurer were indeed subject to the insurance premiums tax.

The adoption of this measure would attempt to clarify that the income or gross receipts received by an
attorney-in-factJreciprocal insurer that is derived from its principal business as an attornev-in-fact for an
insurer shall be exempt from the general excise tax. While this proposal may achieve that end, it takes a
convoluted path to that goal by attempting to broaden the entity to say insurer instead of insurance
company and amend the insurance law to spell out that the corporate insurer or attorney-in-fact for a
reciprocal insurer shall be subject to all taxes imposed on corporations other than taxes on income or
gross receipts derived from its principal business as an attorney-in-fact. It would seem much clearer if a
specific exemption were added to HRS 237-24.3 that would exempt amounts received by an attomey-in
fact acting on behalf of a reciprocal insurer as required by HRS 431. Thus, the exemption from the
general excise tax would remain in the general excise tax law and would be limited only to that 67fOSS

income received from a reciprocal insurer.
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HOUSE CUMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Rep. Marcus R. Oshiro, Chair

Rep. Marilyn B. Lee, Vice Chair

Friday, February 22, 2008, 12:00 p.m.
State Capitol, Conference Room 308

My name is Gerald C. Yoshida. I am testifying on behalfofMedical Insurance Exchange of

California ("MIEC") and Medical Underwriters of Califomia ("MOC").

By way of background, MIEC was formed as a reciprocal insurer in California by doctors,

for doctors, during the medical malpractice crisis dUling the mid to late 1970s. MIEC currently

insures about 1100 private practice physicians in Hawaii, which accounts for roughly 30-35% of

Hawaii's private practice physicianS. MOC is MIEC's attorney-in-fact.

The purpose of this bill is to recognize a reciprocal insurer and its attorney-in-fact as a

single entity that is not subject to double taxation under Hawaii law.

MIEC strongly supports this bill.

Reciprocal insurers, unlike stock or mutual insurers that are incorporated entities, provide

insurance through unincorporated associations of individuals, partnerships, or corporations called

"subscribers." By law, subscribers of the reciprocal insurer must operate through an

attorney-in-fact common to all of the subscribers. As a result, a reciprocal insurer and its

attomey-in-fact are virtually indistinguishable.

Insurance companies in Hawaii are taxed in lieu ofmost state taxes because they are subject

to the tax on insurance premiums under Hawaii Revised Statutes ("HRS") §431 :7-204.

HRS §237-29.7 exempts "insurance companies" from paying the general excise tax, as long as the

insurance company has paid the insurance premium tax. Because the term "insurance companies"

is not defined in chapter 237, HRS, or chapter 431, HRS (the "Insurance Code"), the law has been

interpreted n~t to apply to reciprocal insurers and their attomeys-in-fact. The problem is

compounded because HRS §237-29.7 does not expressly define that the reciprocal insurer's

attorney-in-fact is part of the reciprocal insurer.
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The Hawaii Insurance Division has long recognized a reciprocal insurer and its

attorney-in-fact as a single entity for tax purposes. Notwithstanding that our client MJEC has

consistently paid its share ofpremium taxes under Hawaii law, MJEC and MUC have been singled

out and subjected to double taxation. This ultimately affects the premium rates paid by subscribers

who are private practice physicians in Hawaii.

Thank you for this opportunity to submit testimony on this bill and request your favorable

consideration.

Ger a. c. as a
Char amilton Campbell & Yoshida
737 Bi hop Street, Suite 2100
HanoI lu, Hawai'i 96813
Ph: 524-3800


